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The end of the steely-eyed
analyst? Business Intelligence
takes center stage
by Sherry Marek

i

Gone are the days when hotel managers made decisions based on gut feeling, years of experience – or perhaps which way the
wind was blowing on a given day, writes Sherry Marek of Datavision. As users are becoming more sophisticated, she explains,
the current trend is toward self-service Business Intelligence.

The last few years have seen a significant move toward
data based decisions, primarily because of the evolution of
Business Intelligence in hospitality. This remarkable trend will
continue at a notable pace over the next few years, as data
warehouses and data lakes provide ample data to sort through
and derive insights.
The early years of BI dealt with the challenges of collecting
data from disparate systems, cleansing and warehousing them
under one roof. As these data collection tools evolved, the
focus shifted to delivering the mass of data in a meaningful
manner, and presentation tools took center stage. Standards
emerged for creating effective reports and dashboards. As
users get more sophisticated, the current trend is toward
self-service Business Intelligence. The emergence of multiple
self-service dashboard tools will provide the opportunity for
business owners to proactively expand their analysis, reaching
more people in the organization. New data discovery and
integration tools will enable more people to consume and
explore trends, slowing and then eliminating the traditional IT
centric process. The countless Big Data initiatives will continue
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to grow and will provide opportunity to mix and match data
from in-house systems (PMS, POS), third-party systems (guest
survey, competitor data) and web-based data (weather,
social media), etc. This will expand the appeal of Business
Intelligence across the organization and allow users at many
different levels to gain new insights. The overall interest in BI
will fuel the continued development of intuitive smart data
discovery tools, allowing users across the board to make better
decisions based on empirical evidence.
Self-service dashboard products will continue to evolve,
reducing the amount of time for business owners to
understand trends, access, create and share presentations with
more people in the organization. More upper management
team members will manipulate BI and mashup views, creating
presentations on their own, instead of waiting for steely-eyed
analysts to emerge from their windowless rooms to present the
information to them.
As new data discovery tools evolve, the scope of use will
expand to virtually every department. Marketing teams will

Datavisi n
www.DatavisionTech.com

and build additional social media platforms and track the
results. For example, an MIT professor started collecting a
database of pictures that included recognizable brand logos.
This enables companies to transform text into numeric values
by reading phrases and assigning a numeric value to guest
sentiment.

have better tools to identify, curate and manage customer
profiles instead of predicting market segment trends. Often,
managers are trained in customer service skills, but have little
BI or statistical background. New tools will improve this by
incorporating pattern detection in the data analysis, easing
the need for complicated statistical front ends.
The term “Big Data” started with white papers at NASA in
1997, citing problems with visualization of huge data sets
and the ability to manage the data on one server. Big data is
often defined by the three V’s: volume, velocity and variety.
Traditionally, the challenge with Big Data has been the fact
that you need big systems to corral, process and analyze
the data. With the prevalence of Cloud computing over the
last few years, hardware is not a barrier to entry any longer.
Working with Big Data is now becoming mainstream, with
many companies embarking or planning initial reviews to
collect and try to correlate trends. This will continue to grow
as companies use inexpensive Cloud-based hosting to appeal
to a variety of businesses around the world. Companies will
continue or increase cross branding with other companies,
www.hotel-yearbook.com

Of course, there are always concerns that need to be
addressed to ensure that any Business Intelligence initiative is
successful. Data must be stringently secured to prevent data
breaches, and this may thwart self-service BI technologies if
the proper safeguards are not in place. Data privacy continues
to reign supreme as tracking devices spread to the Internet
of Things (IoT). The ability to use facial recognition to literally
follow consumers walking down the street, or use GPS to track
your car even when not in use, are valid concerns that need to
be addressed and enclosed in secure boundaries. Self-service
BI tools often rely on the analyst to incorporate database
management aspects, and the tools need to improve the ETL
(Extract, Transform and Load) features to make it easier to
manipulate the data and mashup capabilities. If good data
is not captured at key points, the potential is lost despite
the best tools purchased. If basic guest information such as
the correct home address or e-mail address is not captured
at the contact point, then the true profile opportunity is lost
forever. This is especially true after the database has 20 visits
from a “John Smith”, but lacks the ability to correlate the fact
that all 20 visits were from the same guest. Today, technology
companies are rushing to create tools to manage and
consolidate meaningful conclusions from Big Data. But Big
Data is often unstructured and still requires specific business
goals before mining data. This concept is sometimes forgotten
in the quest to be on the cutting edge of using Big Data , which
may lead to the bleeding edge of technology.
↓
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Twenty years ago, hospitality companies had limited
capabilities for data analysis, mostly in the hands of
dedicated business analysts and small data sets available
for use. In the last several years, Revenue Managers have
evolved their models to virtually every revenue department,
optimizing the revenue strategies to detect trends and
impact revenues throughout the business. Banquet space
revenues are reviewed daily and seasonally to create higher
revenue per square meter. Spa Managers exceed the service
limitations by moving services directly to the guest room.
Club memberships are continuing to improve their models
to predict membership trends. The needs and behaviors of
younger members change as the members age and seek
different activity levels. Data analysis tools are available in
most departments, with many employees consuming the
data and being exposed to the business results. Cross selling
revenues from other departments yields benefits if tracked via
your BI tools.

The bottom line for the future? More data for more people
throughout the business. The key is to ensure that the metrics
continue to track useful data, as opposed to tracking data
just because it is available. Will the front office be able to
predict, after running models on guest profiles, which guests
can be upsold upon arrival into suites or spa incremental
revenue? Will the concierge run the upcoming arrivals list
through a database of consumer goods to match incoming
guests with possible activities in town, able to book the
incoming guest additional services based on their interests?
Will Siri be forecasting competitor trends at the morning stand
up meeting? Business Intelligence is a constantly evolving
combination of art and science – the science of data providing
a strong foundation and the art of transforming that data into
intelligence.

■

About Datavision
The premier provider of Business Intelligence for the hospitality industry, Datavision has been in use in hotels and resorts for decades. Datavision
integrates information from all the hotel’s key systems and delivers actionable business intelligence right to the desktop or mobile device.
Completely flexible and infinitely customizable, self-service BI tools can mashup data in a variety of ways – Excel reports, dashboards, SSRS
reports, ad hoc slice & dice, providing instant results by streamlining and standardizing the delivery of important intelligence to the right people
at the right time.

uu www.datavisiontech.com
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Dubai
Scholarships available
— Ask us how!

“Dubai is the perfect place
to study hospitality!”
Andreas Wicksell
BBA student, Swedish

Earn your degree and start your career
in the world's fastest growing industry!
Internationally Accredited and Recognised Programmes:
• Master of Business Administration in
International Hospitality Management [MBA] (1 year)
• Bachelor of Business Administration (Hons.) in
International Hospitality Management [BBA] (3 years)
• Associate of Business Administration in
International Hospitality Management [ABA] (18 months)
• English as a Foreign Language Programme
(Basic / Intermediate) (3 months per level)
• Study Abroad Programme
(3 months + optional internship component)

+971 4 315 5555 www.emiratesacademy.edu info@emiratesacademy.edu
The Emirates Academy of Hospitality Management @EmiratesAcademy

Upcoming editions in the Hotel Yearbook family
HOTEL Yearbook
THE GLOBAL HOTEL INDUSTRY 20 YEARS IN THE FUTURE

2036

The Hotel Yearbook 2036
In 2016 we will launch a publication like no other book ever published for our industry. Written
from the viewpoint of the year 2036, this provocative and very creative e-book consists of a set of
fictitious “testimonials” from top hotel executives, consultants, and industry observers who look
back on twenty years of dramatic changes and developments that have had an impact on the way
the global hotel industry has turned out.
• This edition will be available from February 2016

Business leaders of the future explain how two decades of
change will affect the hotel industry between now and 2036:
 political changes




economic changes
societal changes
technological changes

www.hotel-yearbook.com
This e-publication may be downloaded free of charge

HYB Special Edition – Talent Development 2016
The Hotel Yearbook branches out again with a new Special Edition on talent within the global
hospitality industry – where and how it is found, nurtured, trained, and retained. Authors
include some of the industry’s best known thinkers and doers in human resources, hospitality
management education and senior management. More information on this special edition will be
made available very soon.
• This edition will be available from March 2016

